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Leptonic Domains in the Early Universe and Their Implications

Xiangdong Shi and George M. Fuller
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

(Received 5 April 1999)

We apply causality considerations to active-sterile neutrino transformation-based schemes for
number generation in the early Universe. These considerations necessarily lead to the creation o
domains of lepton number with opposite signs. Lepton number gradients at domain boundari
open a new channel for Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein resonant production of sterile neutrinosns).
This enhancedns production allows considerable tightening of big bang nucleosynthesis constrain
active-sterile neutrino mixing.

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 14.60.Pq
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It is well known that resonant MSW (Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein) [1] transitions between activ
neutrinos and sterile neutrinos in the early Universe cou
generate large lepton number asymmetries in the neutr
sector [2–5]. Here the lepton number for an active ne
trino speciesna is defined to beLna

� �nna
2 nn̄a

��ng ,
the net asymmetry inna over n̄a number density normal-
ized by the photon number densityng.

Not well noted is a crucial feature involved in the lepto
number generation process [3,5,6]: that the lepton numb
asymmetry is first damped to essentially zero by the activ
sterile neutrino mixing, then oscillates chaotically with a
progressively larger amplitude as the mixing goes throu
resonances, until the asymmetry converges to a grow
asymptotic value that is either positive or negative.

As a result of this chaotic feature, the sign of the lep
ton number asymmetry is independent of the initial con
ditions which obtain before the instability begins, and
exponentially sensitive to the parameters involved durin
the chaotic oscillatory phase. In turn, the lepton num
ber generated in this process may not have a unifo
sign in different causal domains. Obviously, an uppe
bound to the size of these domains is the particle horiz
H21 � �90�8p3�1�2g21�2mpl�T2, whereg is the statisti-
cal weight in relativistic particles,T is the temperature of
the Universe, andmpl � 1.22 3 1028 eV.

The typical size of these domains is at least as large
the diffusion length of neutrinos at the time of the lepto
number generation. These leptonic domains can pers
as long as the resonant neutrino transition is capable
efficient lepton number generation. This is because a
reduction of lepton number at domain boundaries due
mixing will be quickly reversed by the generation proces
so that a boundary region is incorporated into one doma
or the other.

The existence of leptonic domains in the early Univers
provide a new channel of producing sterile neutrinos, v
the resonant MSW conversion of active neutrinos to ste
ile neutrinos at domain boundaries, where lepton numb
gradients exist. If during the big bang nucleosynthes
(BBN) epoch the population of sterile neutrinos from thi
channel becomes comparable to that of an equilibrat
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active neutrino flavor, the extra neutrino degrees of fre
dom (an increase ing) can increase the primordial helium
abundance significantly [7]. Therefore, such a producti
mechanism can be constrained by the observationally
ferred primordial helium abundance.

The details of the active-sterile neutrino transformatio
process in the early Universe and the associated gen
tion of lepton number asymmetries can be found in
number of previous works [3–5]. Here we only briefl
summarize. In all calculations, we employ the natur
units h̄ � c � kB � 1. A two-family systemna $ ns

(a � e, m, or t, and ns is the sterile neutrino) has
a 2 3 2 evolution HamiltonianH with Haa � Vz ,
Has � H y

sa � Vx 1 iVy, andHss � 0. The effective
vector potentialV during the BBN epoch (below the QCD
phase transition temperatureT & 100 MeV) is

Vx � 2
dm2

2E
sin2u, Vy � 0 ,

Vz � 2
dm2

2E
cos2u 1 VL

a 1 VT
a ,

(1)

wheredm2 � m2
ns

2 m2
na

, u is the vacuum mixing angle,
and E is the neutrino energy. The matter-antimatt
asymmetry contribution toV is [8]

VL
a � 60.35GFT3

"
L0 1 2Lna

1
X

bfia

Lnb

#
(2)

with the “1” sign for na and the “2” sign for n̄a. The
quantityL0 represents the contribution from the baryon
asymmetry and electron-positron asymmetry, i.e.,L0 �
10210. The quantityLnb

is the asymmetry in other active
neutrino speciesnb. For simplicity, and with no loss
of generality, we will assumeLnb

� 0 unless explicitly
stated otherwise. The contribution toV from a thermal
neutrino background is [8]

VT
a �

(
280G2

FET4 for a � e ;
222G2

FET4 for a � m, t .
(3)

VT
a is the same for bothna andn̄a .
Resonances occur whenHaa � Hss, i.e., Vz � 0.

This is whenna and ns become degenerate in effectiv
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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mass and maximally mixed in medium. Very simplisti-
cally, when Vz evolves through zero, na and ns swap their
flavors if the resonance is adiabatic (jdVz�dtj ø V 2

x ), and
remain essentially unaltered if the resonance is nonadia-
batic (jdVz�dtj ¿ V 2

x ). Since the resonance condition is
energy dependent, only neutrinos with Eres are resonant at
any given temperature.

When VL
a � 0 (or negligibly small compared to

jdm2j�2E), resonances can occur for the na $ ns system
only if dm2 , 0 (i.e., mna

. mns ). For dm2 . 0, and
at high enough temperatures for dm2 , 0, it has been
shown that active-sterile neutrino transformation can damp
L0 1 2Lna

to zero very efficiently. The amplification of
L0 1 2Lna

starts for dm2 , 0 only as the temperature
falls below the critical temperature,

Tc � 22jdm2�1 eV2j1�6 MeV . (4)

Below Tc, a significant number of na go through MSW
resonance. L0 1 2Lna

(or Lna
once Lna

¿ L0) becomes
unstable and starts to oscillate chaotically near Tc, with an
exponentially increasing amplitude [3,5]. Eventually, at
a temperature slightly below Tc, the oscillatory behavior
abates, and Lna

settles into one of two fixed points (two
T24 power laws) [2–5]:

L�6�
na

� 6

É
dm2

10 eV2

É √
T

1 MeV

!24

. (5)

The sign of the emergent Lna
, however, is independent of

the initial L0 and Lna
above Tc and is exponentially sensi-

tive to the evolution of the potential V during the oscilla-
tory phase. The sign is therefore chaotic and uncorrelated
across causal domains.

In the power-law regime, VT
a is negligible (because it

scales as T5). The growth of Lna
is driven by the resonant

conversion of na to ns (if Lna
, 0) or n̄a to n̄s (if Lna

.

0) in the sector of the neutrino energy spectrum with
Eres�T � 0.06jdm2�1 eV2j jLna

j21�T�1 MeV�24, which
is in general ø1 [4,5]. The power-law solution Eq. (5)
is very stable: a larger jLna

j implies a small Eres�T ,
and therefore a less efficient generation of jLna

j; a
smaller jLna

j implies a larger Eres�T and a more efficient
generation of jLna

j. The rate of this relaxation to Eq. (5)
is d lnjLna

j�d lnT * 4.
As jLna

j increases, Eres�T will slowly increase and
eventually sweep through the entire energy spectrum. This
is because keeping the power-law Lna

growth requires
progressively more na or n̄a to be resonantly converted
into sterile neutrinos. Therefore, jLna

j has a physical limit
jLna

j � 3�8, when the entire na or n̄a population has
been converted into sterile neutrinos. When this limit is
approached, the lepton number generation process ceases,
and any inhomogeneity of lepton number arising from the
process begins to be smoothed out by neutrino diffusion.

Because of the chaotic behavior of the sign of Lna
,

domains of lepton number with opposite signs are expected
to form at the epoch when T � Tc. At the domain
boundaries, mixing between different domains tends to
reduce the asymmetries and increases the thickness of the
boundary regions. However, the resonant neutrino mixing
tends to maintain the solution in Eq. (5) and so narrows the
boundary region. The thickness of the boundaries, very
crudely, is thus the diffusion length of active neutrinos
within the time in which jLna

j grows by an e-folding,
H21�4. Taking the na collision rate Gna

� G2
FT5, we ob-

tain a boundary thickness relative to the horizon scale ct:

dd �
c

Gna

√
Gna

4H

!1�2

� ct

√
T

1 MeV

!
21.5

, (6)

for T * 1 MeV when active neutrinos are still diffusive.
At temperatures T & 1 MeV, neutrinos decouple from the
plasma and free-stream at the speed of light. In this case
dd � ct.

The existence of lepton domains results in a gradient of
Lna

, and therefore a gradient in Vz . More importantly, the
varying Vz at the domain boundaries satisfies the resonant
condition for most na crossing the boundaries. This is
because [as Eq. (5) shows] the power-law solutions within
each domain result from resonant transitions of na or n̄a

with Eres ø T [4,5]. As a result, at domain boundaries
Eres becomes larger. This is because Eres ~ jLna

j21.
Most of na and n̄a therefore undergo resonant transitions
to sterile neutrinos at domain boundaries.

This new channel of sterile neutrino production can
populate a significant sterile neutrino sea with a number
density comparable to that of an equilibrated active neu-
trino flavor if (i) the resonant conversion at the boundary
region is adiabatic and (ii) this new production channel
for sterile neutrinos does not provide negative feedback to
the lepton number asymmetry generation process and so
does not compromise the domain structure of lepton num-
ber. Here we demonstrate that both requirements can be
satisfied.

The adiabaticity condition at the resonances is
V 2

x . jdVz�dtj � jc�≠Vz�≠r� 2 HT �≠Vz�≠T �j, evalu-
ated at Vz � 0. The second term, of order HVL

a , is always
small compared to the first term as long as the leptonic
domains exist. Since the spatial gradient is expected
to be smooth across the boundary (whose thickness is
determined by the diffusion/streaming process), we can
employ the average j≠Vz�≠rj across the domain bounda-
ries, �0.7GFT3�L�1�

na
2 L�2�

na
��dd [where L�1�

na
� 2L�2�

na

satisfying Eq. (5)]. In turn, the adiabaticity condition
becomes

jdm2j2 sin22u . 10H

√
E
T

!2

GFT5

√
T

1 MeV

!1.5

3 min

"É
dm2

10 eV2

É √
T

10 eV2

!24

,
3
8

#
.

(7)

The production of sterile neutrinos via adiabatic conver-
sion of na at domain boundaries will not have a negative
impact on the Lna

generation process and the domain struc-
ture of lepton number. Consider a domain boundary with a
3121
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lepton asymmetry L�1�
na

on one side and L�2�
na

on the other.
The L�1�

na
side has fewer n̄a than na , and some n̄s from

resonant n̄a ! n̄s conversions. The L�2�
na

side has the op-
posite, with more n̄a than na , and some ns from resonant
na ! ns conversions. When neutrinos cross the bound-
ary from the L�1�

na
side to the L�2�

na
side, the resultant pro-

duction of sterile neutrinos due to na ! ns and n̄a ! n̄s

has no bearing on the asymmetry of na on the L�2�
na

side.
The existence of sterile neutrinos does not hinder the Lna

generation process until the sterile neutrino population is
comparable in numbers to the na population [3]. The reso-
nant conversion of n̄s ! n̄a due to the crossing, on the
other hand, produces more n̄a in the L�2�

na
domain and only

reinforces the domain structure.
Therefore, once the adiabaticity condition Eq. (7) is met,

this new channel of sterile neutrino production may be
3122
potent enough to bring the sterile neutrinos into equilib-
rium with active neutrinos. (In fact, this condition is con-
servative because neutrinos may cross multiple domain
boundaries within a Hubble time.) On the other hand, the
observationally inferred primordial 4He abundance and
deuterium abundance constrain the total number of neu-
trino flavors in equilibrium Nn to be &3.3 [5,7,9] (Nn

represents relativistic degrees of freedom in neutral fermi-
ons). This constraint implies that the new sterile neutrino
production channel cannot be efficient before the decou-
pling of the nan̄a pair production process. For a � m and
t, this decoupling temperature is �5 MeV. A constraint
on the two-family nm,t $ ns mixing can therefore be ob-
tained by requiring that the adiabaticity condition Eq. (7)
is not satisfied at T � max�5, jdm2�4 eV2j1�4� MeV (the
latter term in the bracket is the temperature at which the
growth of Lna

stops):
jdm2j sin22u , 7 3 1025 eV2 for jdm2j & 2.5 3 103 eV2;

sin22u , 3 3 1028 for jdm2j * 2.5 3 103 eV2.
(8)
For a � e, the constraint from BBN is more severe.
The sterile neutrino production cannot be efficient above
the nen̄e pair production decoupling temperature T �
3 MeV and also at the weak freeze-out temperature of
T � 1 MeV. At this temperature, a significant ne ! ns

and n̄e ! n̄s transition would cause a deficit in the nen̄e

number density, which cannot be replenished by pair
production. A significant deficit in the nen̄e number
density causes the neutron-to-proton ratio to freeze out
too early and results in a primordial 4He abundance
that is too large. (For example, a 10% deficit in the
nen̄e number density has roughly the same effect on
the 4He abundance as Nn � 3.5.) Therefore the BBN
constraint on the two-family ne $ ns mixing is obtained
at T � max�1, jdm2�4 eV2j1�4� MeV:

jdm2j sin22u , 5 3 1028 eV2 for jdm2j & 4 eV2;

sin22u , 1028 for jdm2j * 4 eV2.
(9)

These bounds are summarized in Fig. 1. They apply in
addition to the previous bounds based on a universe with
homogeneous lepton numbers, and together they offer
much tighter constraints on the two-family active-sterile
neutrino mixing. Note that our constraints do not depend
on the geometric shape of the domains.

Intriguing results can also be obtained if there is active-
sterile neutrino mixing involving three or more families.
One example is the proposal that a nm $ ns and nt $ ns0

(in principle ns0 and ns can be the same flavor) mix-
ing might be able to simultaneously explain the Super
Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data and satisfy the
BBN bound [4,5]. A stand-alone nm $ ns oscillation so-
lution to the Super Kamiokande data would violate the
BBN bound by bringing ns into equilibrium during BBN
[10,11]. The double active-sterile neutrino oscillation pro-
posal avoids the violation of the BBN bound by having
a resonant nt $ ns0 transformation in the early Universe
generate a Lnt
that hinders the ns production from the

nm $ ns mixing [by creating a Lnb
term in Eq. (2)]. This

argument is no longer valid once we consider the existence
of the Lnt

domains as a result of the resonant nm $ ns0

transformation. Rather the contrary is true. The Lnt
do-

mains facilitate the production of ns via resonant nm ! ns
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0.1

1

10
previous bound

this work

0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1

0.0001

0.001
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100

1000
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FIG. 1. Parameter spaces to the right of the hatched lines are
excluded by BBN. The solid lines indicate bounds obtained in
this work, and the dashed lines are previous bounds assuming a
universe with a homogeneous lepton number [5,10].
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transformation at domain boundaries. The adiabaticity
condition, Eq. (7), is modified in this double mixing situ-
ation to be

jdm2
1j

2 sin22u1 . 5H

√
E
T

!2

GFT5

√
T

1 MeV

!1.5

3 min

"É
dm2

2

10 eV2

É √
T

1 MeV

!24

,
3
8

#
,

(10)

where dm2
1 � jm2

nm
2 m2

ns
j, u1 is the nm $ ns vac-

uum mixing angle, and dm2
2 � m2

nt
2 m2

ns0
. To be

consistent with BBN, the adiabaticity condition cannot
be satisfied from the onset of the Lnt

generation Tc �
22jdm2

2�1 eV2j1�6 MeV to the nm,t decoupling tempera-
ture T � 5 MeV. However, for the parameters required
to explain the Super Kamiokande data (dm2

1 � 1023 to
1022 eV2 and sin22u1 � 1), the adiabaticity condition is
always satisfied in this double mixing proposal for any
reasonable choices of the tau neutrino mass. Therefore,
BBN unambiguously rules out an active-sterile neutrino
oscillation explanation to the Super Kamiokande data.

Another interesting situation involving multifamily
active-sterile neutrino mixing arises from neutrino mixing
schemes proposed to explain simultaneously the Los
Alamos Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) n̄e

signal, the Super Kamiokande atmospheric nm deficit,
and the solar neutrino deficit [12]. In these models,
nm $ ne mixing (with m2

nm
2 m2

ne
� 0.2 to 10 eV2 and

sin22ume � 1023) is employed to explain the LSND
result and ne $ ns mixing (with m2

ns
2 m2

ne
� 1025 eV2

and sin22ues � 1023 for the MSW solution, and
jm2

ns
2 m2

ne
j � 10210 eV2 and sin22ues � 1 for the vac-

uum solution) is invoked to explain the solar neutrino data.
If there is mixing between nm and ns as well, however,
with sin22ums * 10211 [3,4], the Lnm

domains generated
by the mixing in the early Universe would imply that the
ne $ ns mixing would not populate enough ns to violate
BBN constraints only if

jm2
ns

2 m2
ne
j2 sin22ues , 2 3 10214

3

É
m2

nm
2 m2

ns

1 eV2

É1�4

eV2

� 2 3 10214 eV2. (11)

[This is in analogy to the previous example if we
take dm2

1 � jm2
ns

2 m2
ne
j and dm2

2 � jm2
nm

2 m2
ns
j in

Eq. (10).] This requirement is not satisfied by the MSW
ne $ ns solution to the solar neutrino problem. The
vacuum solution to the solar neutrino problem, however,
satisfies the requirement and is consistent with BBN when
sin22ums * 10211.
Therefore, in light of LSND, Super Kamiokande and
solar neutrino experiments, the neutrino oscillation ex-
planations of the LSND data and the MSW solution to
solar neutrino data is inconsistent with BBN unless the
nm $ ns mixing is extremely small, sin22ums & 10211.
This result holds even though the nm $ ne mixing am-
plitude and the ne $ ns mixing amplitude differ by
a factor *108. This restriction severely constrains the
nt-nm-ne-ns mixing matrix required to fit the current neu-
trino experiment results.

In summary, we have discussed the existence of lep-
tonic domains as an inevitable consequence of proposed
resonant active-sterile neutrino oscillation mechanisms for
generation of lepton number. Resonant MSW conversion
due to the lepton number gradients at domain boundaries
therefore provides a new channel for sterile neutrino pro-
duction. As a result, the big bang nucleosynthesis con-
straint on active-sterile neutrino mixing becomes much
more stringent. Likewise, we expect more stringent con-
straints on multifamily neutrino mixing schemes involv-
ing sterile neutrinos. We have found that an active-sterile
neutrino mixing explanation for the Super Kamiokande
data is inconsistent with big bang nucleosynthesis in spite
of the lepton number generation. We have also found that
together the nm $ ne explanation of the LSND result and
the MSW ne $ ns solution to the solar neutrino problem
are incompatible with big bang nucleosynthesis consider-
ations unless the amplitude of the mixing between nm and
ns is *108 smaller than that between nm and ne and that
between ne and ns.
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